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1. Smart City Eco is and idea based on previous experiences of the idea creator in the gaming
world, and experiences in online economy in general. Our idea is based on online economy,
solution for problems seen by the project creator. We want to start and develop a project, a one
stop shop for all online economy a virtual world backed by SCE token and by people. We want to
provide people solution for unemployment,
also to provide solution for people looking to hire someone to finish some work they dont want
to do or have no knowledge to finish it. Also our smart city will ofter all solutions in one place,
we want to implement shoping centers, gaming, exchanges for crypto to crypto and also crypto
to fiat, we want to partner up with banks and other fiat services to provide our users one stop
shop and simple solution for all problems crypto market is facing now, easy accessable services
and easy to understand even for beginers, also secure marketplace and more ideas which will
develop even further with development of techonology, in one word we are making a
supermarket for crypto users.
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2. Our team goal is to acquire great logistics support and be able to focus solely on this project
and its objectives, after we aquire all suport necesary we will be able to speed up with software
development and development of the project in general. We dont want to publish nothing
unreliable and not thoroughly tested in our test environment. Based on our experience people
give up from projects who do not show easy to understand and reliable at the first glance and
first experience is most important factor in keeping people interested in our project. We want
to build a simple solution easy to use for everybody and easy to understand so this isnt planed
to be for a selected few this is a project for wide masses. Smart City Eco is here to bring power to
people.
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3. Problems in crypto world are all around us we will now sumarise list of some problems we see
in crypto sphere in general. First problem is unreliability and deregulated market in which people
with less tech sophistication tend to lose money or get scammed, people tend to have problems
instaling and understanding wallets and understanding crypto in general and tend to make
mistakes. One of the most common problems now is people dont have where to spend their
tokens, many projects didnt ofter solution and use cases for their currency, and in our opinion
coins like bitcoin facing their own problems and still solution is not at sight we ofter a reday
solution idea, which will be realised in decentralised manner. Also people need to have 10 wallets
and hold money on exchanges which in our opinion charge high fees for windrawals, and by that
limit regular user who has limited amount of money in each curency and can not aford to pay
10-20 % fee. Also there are entry fees in depositing fiat money to get bitcoin or any other curency
people lose there also 6-10 % we want to minimise that and ofter for solution for all problems
from above, also as time progress we will implement some bether ideas and solutions for all
problems that may arise.Also we plan to ofter a solution for gaming problem seen by our
development team in lack of motivation for players, now imagine what if u can play games
and be rewared for ur success in sce tokens we will ofter a good solution which will be reday in
near future
for providing a profits plan each player it will depend of ur skills and development of ur online
kingdom,
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we plan to partner up with many types of games which will join in our network, we plan to
implement strategy games, work bassed games, virtual economy games, online gambling,
shooter games and many more this field is in idea faze
and will come alive with development of our project. Our team tends to ofter solution to all
problems and ofter stimulation for all who invest into developing them and investing their skills,
knowledge and time in our platform.

4. In Smart City Eco we want to focus not at providing one solution, we tend to provide solution
for all current problems,
we want to provide a one place where u will be able to get all what u need and pay with one
token, which will be
accepted by all sellers in our virtual economy world. Our team strives to provide users with one
multicurrency wallet and that is nothing new on that field but what we want to provide is a cold
storage for all users crytpto which they hold on our platform, so u can safely leave them there in
easy to use wallet, most of people
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hold their money on some shady exchanges and in some situation in past those funds were lost
due to hacks. We want to make a secure storage for peoples money and easy accessable for
every user when he wants to remove his crypto from our platform. We Will be looking to
partner up with many sellers which will be implemented into our
network and u will be able to buy anything u need for everyday life with ur SCE tokens, we tend
to make a platform similar to some higly recognised platforms and make a ranking based system,
where people will rate sellers on a 5 star system, also sellers will deliver their products to buyers
on their home adress via mail. Our company is eliminating any posibility that our users have on
losing their money, so we will have a system where u will have guarante on your money back in
some period if products arent as described, also we will protect our seller from return scams and
other, we belive in strict but fair economy rulled by laws created to protect everyones right to
express them self and right to make his money doing a fair job. We plan to implement smart
contracts betwen parties helped by ai technology, which will enable for every trade to regulated
by a smart contract, we want to enshure we will have a fair trustless market where u wont need
to trust anyone our platform will be the guarante u will get what u paid for. After problem of
trust between parties is solved we go to problem of fees, in SCE we belive that user in not
obligated on participating with his hard earned money in so many taxes and greedy parties so we
tend to eliminate unnecessary
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intermediaries and not needed parties, we want to provide a service and ofter minimal fees.
Fees for depositing money will be just for procesing of money SCE will not charge anything for
deposits, fees for exchanges will be minimal we belive we need to focus to geting funds into our
company with partnering with established sellers which will participate with us and will be
reciving SCE tokens in exchange for goods and services. We will tend to get our profits from them
not from users, our idea is that if we create a great shoping mall and
great community, we will not have problems finding partners that want to take advantage of our
marketplace , no need for to much advertisement and by that we ofter solution for sellers and
for buyers , in our real life economy we pay taxed goods which can be sold 50 % or more cheaper
we tend to make a fair economy , that will not be based on greed.
We will have a competable marketplace and oversellers will not be tolerated, u will be able to
compare prices on each product and go for the lower cost, we will provide a guarantee for the
quality because u will be able to see other peoples experiences based on ratings, which will be
provided by old customers which have bought the products. Also we plan to implemnt a gaming
platform for online gambling and for online economy in online gambling we will provide variety
of games, including roulette wheel, slots, texas holdem and other card games, for the economy
games we will have virtual economy bassed games developing a virtual goods, also there will be
variety of games oftered, we plan to partner up and implement most popular and asked games.
Our team will be devoted on developing our project and including beneficial implementations
into our platform and we strive to building a truly smart city and economy
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merging a centralised and decentralised economy, meeting old with new world and merging old
ways with new ones and making a virtual paradise backed by people and their trust in SCE. Last
but not the least important is social aspect we will implement a social network and will enable a
social platform similar like popular real world platforms and we will solve all aspects of
decentralised need for comunication and implementing social society and bringing people using
our platform toghether.

5. As said before we tend on making a slow but quality progress on every aspect of our platform,
we take on a huge project and we will work day and night in order to bring it closer to realisation,
there are many problems in todays world
and we want to solve some of them, we want to provide users with a internet conection option
to participate in making a new fair world where all participants will be equal and more power
given to people. Architecture and timeline for development of our project is 6 years minimum to
fully implement all functions and get the partners necesary for the fully achievement of our
project, we will start much sooner but our smart city will get the true light in that time. During
that time we want to make a testnet environment and get reday for any posible bugs
and errors. So we can expect a full implementation and realisation of our project by 01.01.2024.
and we will strive to meet that date and to prevent and unplanned delays.
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6. Our team is in the fase of gathering logistics necesary for this project and we will organise a
total dedication to our project meaning we will be located on same location and we will work on
our project is stress free environment, with dedicated goals set by the team in meetings
dedicated for making a yearly roadmaps. We will all be equal participants that belive in this
project and will be paid in SCE tokens to show their trust in the project itself. Our team will
expand exponentially when we aquire all logistical needs required for our project, our team now
consists from team leader, 2 senior programers, and 2 more programers who will be under
guidance of our team leader who is the idea creator for this project. All participants are firm
belivers in project and they are striving toghether in accomplishing the set goal
in our project. We plan to add 10 more people to work in this project as soon as funds alow us
and we will not spare any expence to geting to our finish line and delivering this massive project
to life, and we will not stop until we deliver! 7. We plan to go along with the flow and as time
comes our project need some time to develop it self, we will strive on promoting
our platform, but honestly we dont belive in need for to much investment in marketing because
our product will market it self when finished we are the only company that ofters a deep insight
into our project and our vision and we will remain open with our progress, and give the real
time input in development of our project. We will hire aditional marketing companyes when
we implement enough so we can start with our testnet platform which will be live at least one
year to test the security and solve all posible problems that can arise during that procces.
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8.Our company will strive at finding the best solutions and best partners for any area we require,
that is the problem that will come as time comes, at first our main objective is to build a solid
trustworthy platform which will sell it self, after we acomplish that we will find partners we need
to fill our every area of our virtual society. Partners will be announced on our social network
accounts as soon as we finalise them with partner firm.
9.SCE token will be more valuable as time passes because we have made shure that we make a
system that will enshure and close all the angles, and no loopholes will be available, we plan to
make a secure investment vehicle that will make more value to its holders as time passes. we
have a several factors that will enshure that. SCE will have a limited number of coins which will
only decrease as time passes because we will burn all tokens recived from fees and our online
economy, so we will instigate our users to keep SCE as a secure investment vehicle for the future,
as our tokens decrease in number prices will rise because demand will be higher
then the supply. No more SCE will be printed as the case with our fiat money SCE is limited by
number and as demand goes higher more money will come in to our economy and prices of
tokens will go up, and the buying power of token holders will just go up, and thus
solving one more problem of our todays society and enabling people to recive some power back
for them self we want to contribute to society, our benefits will come in the lather fazes of this
project and thus keep us motivated to finish what we started, we will build a virtual empire that
will contribute to society and people in general that is one of main objectives of this project.
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10. Online-Shopping and E-Commerce worldwide: Statistics & Facts:
For private consumers around the globe the most well-known form of e-commerce falls into the
business to consumer (B2C) category, which includes online retail or online shopping. It refers to
online purchases from bricks-and-mortar retailers, such as Walmart, as well as
from web-only online retailing corporations such as Amazon.com or Rakuten. In 2016, an
estimated 1.61 billion people worldwide purchase goods online. In 2016, global e-retail sales
amounted to 1.9 trillion U.S. dollars and projections show a growth of up to 4.06 trillion
U.S. dollars by 2020. In Asia Pacific, e-retail sales accounted for 12.1 percent of retail sales in
2016 but only for 1.8 percent of retail sales in the Middle East and Africa.
So as u see global e-retail sales are a rich market in which we want to be pioneer for the crypto
market and to combine it and make a ideal solution.
Have u ever heard ads earn from home working from ur pc they never deliver, so we want to
make that posible we will deliver,our plan is to implement variety of jobs that can be done on ur
pc so we will ofter a solution for employment and give people opportunity to make SCE and turn
them into saving that will mature and gain on value on time, or they will spend it online or cash
out for fiat money its all up to them.
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11. By participating in the crowdsale, the purchaser agrees to the above and in particular, they
represent and warrant that they:
-SCE will not be held responsible for any losses that may occur in the proces of development of
this project u buy tokens on your own responsibility and therefore acknowledging that SCE is in
its experiment stage and still subject to changes and may not be responsible for any losses that
may occur from investing in SCE tokens.
-have read carefully the terms and conditions attached to the white paper.
-agree to their full contents and accept to be legally bound by them.
-are authorized and have full power to purchase Smart City Eco tokens according to
the laws that apply in their jurisdiction of domicile.
-are neither a US citizen or resident.
-live in a jurisdiction which allows Smart City Eco (SCE) to sell (SCE) tokensthrough a crowdsale
without requiring any local authorization.
-are familiar with all related regulations in the specific jurisdiction in which they
are based and that purchasing cryptographic tokens in that jurisdiction is not
prohibited, restricted or subject to additional conditions of any kind.
-will not use the crowdsale for any illegal activity, including but not limited to
money laundering and the financing of terrorism
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-have sufficient knowledge about the nature of the cryptographic tokens and
have significant experience with, and functional understanding of, the usage
and intricacies of dealing with cryptographic tokens and currencies and
blockchain-based systems and services.
-purchase Smart City Eco tokens because they wish to have access to the Smart City Eco
(SCE) platform.
The token economy is incredibly innovative. Any tokens could be impacted by regulatory
action, including restrictions on ownership, use or possession. Regulators or other
circumstances may demand that the SCE mechanics be altered, in all or part. Therefore, we may
revise mechanics to comply with regulatory requirements or other governmental or business
obligations. Nevertheless, we believe our planned mechanics to be proper and likely in final
version.
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